WE GUARANTEE TO MEET IN COMPETITION any Tailoring concern in this city, in the matter of Fit, Quality, and Price.

HIBBARD, MASON CO.,
FINE TAILORING,
Dress-Suits, Silk Lined, to Order, $45. 515 Washington Street, Boston.

THE HOTEL HUNTINGTON,
Copley Square and Huntington Avenue.

STUDENTS’ SUPPLIES.
Blank Books, Note Books, Drawing Papers, Pens, Inks of all kinds, Fountain Pens.

PERIODICALS AND MAGAZINES.
Writing Paper and Envelopes with ENKH Monogram and Imprint Paper by the pound, at
SOUTHWELL’S,
Corner Dartmouth Street and Columbus Avenue, and 439 Boylston Street.
2d door from Berkeley Street.

OAK GROVE CREAMERY COMPANY,
DAIRY LUNCH ROOM.
445 BOYLSTON STREET, COR. BERKELEY, opp. Y. M. C. A. Building,
Where can be had Sandwiches of all kinds, Soups, Tea, Coffee, and regular Dairy Lunch.
EVERYTHING FIRST CLASS.
Pure Fresh-churned Butter, in Quarter-pound Prints, Five and Ten Pound Boxes,
Pure, Fresh Milk and Cream, delivered in Glass Jars. Fresh-laid Eggs.
Pure, Full Cream Cheese, American (plain), Sage, Neufchatel and Edam. All kinds of Fruit Ices.

NELSON L. MARTIN.

STUDENTS’ SUPPLIES.
Drawing Instruments and Materials of all kinds
Get the Best! — FO(UANTAIN PENS,—WATERMAN’S IS THE BEST.

Lowest Prices and Finest Quality of Goods Guaranteed.
At Room 10 Engineering Building and Basement of Architectural Building.

R. J. NORMAN.
CIVIL ENGINEERS

Who are looking for a chance to step into a large and increasing business, employing several hands, will do well to look into this. A partner having a half interest in business in city of 35,000 inhabitants, with large suburban population, being engaged in work which requires his entire attention, wishes to dispose of his share of the business. Communications sent to VINAL '97, M. I. T., will reach their destination. Easy terms.

Drawing Boards, Papers, Inks, Pens, Instruments, and Fountain Pens At Discounted Rates.

A. D. MACLACHLAN,
Tech Co-operative Store,
214 Clarendon St., Boston, Mass.

EXTRA COPIES OF
THE TECH
Can be found at The Tech office, third floor, Rogers Building, and at
A. D. MACLACHLAN'S,
214 Clarendon Street.
Tech Co-operative Store.

Bookbinding IN EVERY STYLE.
ALEX. MOORE, 3 School Street, BOSTON.

C. E. RICHARDSON,
141—Dartmouth Street—141
FURNISHING GOODS, and Agent for DARTMOUTH LAUNDRY.
Orders by mail receive prompt attention. Goods called for and delivered without extra charge.

J. C. LITTLEFIELD,
Tailor & Outfitter,
21, 23 BEACON STREET, BOSTON.
I can offer you a larger and more complete assortment than can be seen elsewhere, and at lower prices for the same qualities. Look in and examine my prices before placing your order.

GOLF BREECHES, RIDING BREECHES, AND DRESS SUITS A SPECIALTY.
DISCOUNT TO STUDENTS.
HASTINGS

PHOTOGRAPHER

To the Class of ’95, M. I. T., and Tech Editorial Group ’96, Pastels, Crayons, Water Colors.

No. 146 Tremont Street,
Over Myler’s.
Branch ... No. 1068 Boylston Street, Corner Massachusetts Avenue.

STANDARD CLOTHING CO.,
MANUFACTURING RETAILERS OF
HIGH GRADE CLOTHING
From both Foreign and Domestic Fabrics.
ALSO ADVANCE STYLES IN TROUSERS, SUITS, AND OVERCOATS.
Full Dress Suits Constantly on Hand.
395 WASHINGTON ST., - - BOSTON MASS.

THE UNION GYMNASIUM
48 BOYLSTON ST. (near Tremont).

PRACTICAL.
Complete Modern Apparatus.
Popular Classes.
Terms, $5 and $8 per Year.

BOSTON YOUNG MEN’S CHRISTIAN UNION,
Wm. H. Baldwin, Pres.

NEW + MAIL
HIGHEST GRADE LIGHT ROADSTER.
$85.

MEN’S AND LADIES’ pattern . . . $85
Also TEMPLAR, best medium grade Man’s Wheel . . . . . . . . . $60
ATALANTA, Ladies’ Pattern . . . $60
Boys’ and Girls’ Wheels . . . . . . $15 up
A few Shopworn and Secondhand Wheels, taken in trade, at very low prices. Bargains. $25, $30, etc.
Catalogue and Secondhand list.

WILLIAM READ & SONS •
107 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.
High Grade Ready-made Clothing for Young Men,

EXCLUSIVELY OUR OWN MAKE.

We would call special attention to our very attractive lines of

Homespun and Scotch Tweed Sack Suits at prices ranging from $18.00 to $26.00.
Knickerbocker Trousers, $6.50 to $9.00.
Silk-lined Covert Coats, $24.00 to $26.00.

Frank Wood,

Printer,

352 Washington Street, Boston.

The Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

BOSTON, MASS.

FRANCIS A. WALKER, PH.D., LL.D., PRESIDENT.

THE MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY offers courses, each of four-year duration, leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science, in Civil, Mechanical, Mining, Electrical, Chemical, and Sanitary Engineering, in Architecture, Chemistry, Physics, Biology, Geology, and Naval Architecture. A less technical course, in General Studies, is offered to students wishing to qualify themselves for business pursuits.

To be admitted to the first-year class, applicants must have attained the age of seventeen, and must pass satisfactory examinations in Algebra, Plane Geometry, English, History, French (or German), and Advanced Algebra or Solid Geometry.

A division of these entrance subjects between two successive years is, with certain restrictions, permitted.

Entrance examinations are held at the Institute in June and September of each year. In June, applicants are examined in New York, Philadelphia, Chicago, and other principal cities. A circular stating times and places is issued in advance, and will be mailed on application.

Graduates of colleges and scientific schools are admitted, without examination, to such advanced standing as is warranted by their collegiate training.

The catalogue of the Institute and any of the following descriptive circulars will be mailed free on application:

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY: an illustrated pamphlet describing the laboratories of the Institute.
Of the departments of Civil Engineering; Mechanical Engineering; Physics and Electrical Engineering; Architecture; Chemistry; Biology; General Studies; Naval Architecture.
In regard to Opportunities for Teachers; The Lowell School of Design; Summer Courses.

H. W. TYLER, SECRETARY,

491 Boylston Street, Boston.
FOOTWEAR.

Razor, Piccadilly, and Wide Toes.
Rubbers and Overshoes of all kinds.

PRICES REASONABLE.

Our $4.00 and $5.00 Shoes are of superior style and quality.

Discount to Technology.

T. E. MOSELEY & CO.,
469 WASHINGTON STREET.

CHEVIOTS,
Silk Mixed Worsted and Coverts.

FALL OVERCOATS FOR GENTLEMEN, $20.

Our Fall Overcoats are now in readiness, and at the popular price of Twenty Dollars we are prepared to show such an extensive variety as will make satisfactory choice a surety.

Cheviots, hard faced, silk mixed worsteds and coverts in dark shades, steels and tans, with black clay worsteds and rough-faced fabrics are represented.

These garments are thoroughly high grade, both exterior and interior, and have been made up by our custom workmen during the dull season.

NOTE.—At Twelve and Fifteen Dollars we have a substantial, well-selected stock of Men’s Fall Overcoats for travelling and business uses.

A. SHUMAN & CO.,
MANUFACTURING CLOTHIERS,
CONTINENTAL CLOTHING HOUSE,
MEN'S, BOYS', AND CHILDREN'S CLOTHING,
GENTS' FURNISHINGS, HATS AND CAPS.

Fine custom work made from measure. Uniforms of every description. Special attention given to Technology and English High School Uniforms. Workmanship the best. Prices the lowest.

CONTINENTAL CLOTHING HOUSE,
Corner Washington and Boylston Streets, Boston, Mass.

OF ALL BAR SPRINGS THE FOUR-BAR IS THE BEST

C. E. DAVIS,
Manufacturing and Prescription Optician,
No. 2 Park Square, Rooms 1 and 2, Boston.

MAKER OF THE FINEST CLASS OF PRESCRIPTION OPTICAL WORK AT A SAVING OF 75 PER CENT ON OLD PRICES.

SAMPLE PRICES: Compound Cylinders in Steel (best quality), $2.50. Artificial Human Eyes, to Patient, $4.00. Fifteen per cent special discount to students.

IMPORTER OF ARTIFICIAL EYES.

Institute Men have the reputation of knowing a good thing when they see it. Pond's Extract is a good thing; the best thing obtainable for sprains, cuts, inflammation, and all pain—

KEEP IT ON YOUR MIND—
that genuine Pond's Extract has a buff wrapper and yellow label.

POND'S EXTRACT CO., 76 5th Ave., New York.

30 HARDWARE DEALERS IN BOSTON
SELL STARRETT'S FINE MECHANICAL TOOLS
THE BEST MECHANICS
USE THEM.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE No. 13.
66 PAGES, ILLUSTRATED, FREE.

THE L. S. STARRETT CO., BOX 62,
ATHOL, MASSACHUSETTS.
THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF FOREIGN WOOLLENS SHOWN IN BOSTON

M. I. T. CO-OPERATIVE.
THE Cornell Faculty have recently taken some heroic measures for the cultivation of correct English composition among students in their charge. These measures take the form of two resolutions recommending in the first case "that every examiner consider himself justified in conditioning or rejecting any paper which contains bad spelling or other gross faults of expression or in which technical terms are used incorrectly," and secondly "that examination papers be returned to the writer with mistakes in English underscored or in other ways made plain to the eye." This action of the Faculty is heartily indorsed by the Cornell Era, although the Era would go further and omit the words "in English" in the second provision. The method thus indicated has been followed, according to the Era, with notable success in the course in Physiology. Mistakes are marked, and, if necessary, explained. The result is not that only in scholarship is there a higher standard than in almost any other course, but also more is taught which is retained for a longer time in the memory. By a rather curious coincidence, this method is also used for all intermediate examinations and written reports in the Physiological Department of Technology and, we believe, with equally good results.

Although such a course entails an increased amount of work on the part of the instructor, the student is greatly benefited, erroneous ideas and impressions are corrected and the habit of clear, accurate expression is obtained.

Cornell's policy, if consistently carried out, would inevitably raise in large measure the standard of scholarship at any college. The correct use of one's native tongue is after all one of the first duties of a gentleman, and one which every college graduate should faithfully perform.

In a succeeding issue of The Tech extended reference will be made to the conscientious efforts which are now being put forth to raise the debt which burdens the Football Association, by entertaining the Technology world in a novel and interesting manner during December. To the one who has taken the matter in full charge must be given a great deal of credit. Hitherto a loose and deplorable method of undertaking financial obligations has been employed to the marked detriment of the standard of a number of our Technology organizations. Any step which tends to establish an honorable financial integrity, even in the face of considerable discouragement, merits the hearty support of those who desire to maintain the name of our college, in this respect as in others, in highest repute, and The Tech extends its warmest commendation in the scheme.

THE Cornell Faculty have recently taken some heroic measures for the cultivation of correct English composition among students in their charge. These measures take the form of two resolutions recommending in the first case "that every examiner consider himself justified in conditioning or rejecting any paper which contains bad spelling or other gross faults of expression or in which technical terms are used incorrectly," and secondly "that examination papers be returned to the writer with mistakes in English underscored or in other ways made plain to the eye." This action of the Faculty is heartily indorsed by the Cornell Era, although the Era would go further and omit the words "in English" in the second provision. The method thus indicated has been followed, according to the Era, with notable success in the course in Physiology. Mistakes are marked, and, if necessary, explained. The result is not that only in scholarship is there a higher standard than in almost any other course, but also more is taught which is retained for a longer time in the memory. By a rather curious coincidence, this method is also used for all intermediate examinations and written reports in the Physiological Department of Technology and, we believe, with equally good results.

Although such a course entails an increased amount of work on the part of the instructor, the student is greatly benefited, erroneous ideas and impressions are corrected and the habit of clear, accurate expression is obtained.

Cornell's policy, if consistently carried out, would inevitably raise in large measure the standard of scholarship at any college. The correct use of one's native tongue is after all one of the first duties of a gentleman, and one which every college graduate should faithfully perform.
IT is now authoritatively announced that the challenge issued to the Brown Military Department by the Technology Battalion has been accepted. The contest will take place in Mechanics Hall on May 15, and it is understood that another individual competition between squads from our Battalion and the Harvard Rifles will be arranged to occur on the same day, if possible.

Dancing will follow the various drills, and if all the plans at present in view are successfully carried out, the fifteenth of May will be a gala day for Ninety-nine.

DARTMOUTH and Bowdoin have caught the epidemic of intercollegiate foot-ball feuds and the former has recently passed resolutions in which it is stated that no more games with Bowdoin will be played during the next two years.

This action is apparently particularly ill-considered and one which can in no way represent the feeling of the large majority of students.

The I-don’t-want-to-play-in-your-yard spirit, which is much in evidence nowadays, is a rather poor argument for that superior moral training which is claimed to be the chief virtue of our collegiate athletics.

CONSIDERABLE feeling is evident in the two lower classes in regard to the debated question whether men on the Varsity team shall be allowed to play in the class game. If the decision made by the Football Association be maintained, several men from both classes will be disqualified. It is rumored that Ninety-eight has threatened to disacknowledge the authority of the Association and intends to play all her Varsity men, in which case it is possible that Ninety-nine will refuse the game.

DIRECTLY in accord with the position taken by The Tech in its editorial of last week referring to the necessity for eliminating from the Cane Rush, and its side issues, all elements of serious personal danger, the Institute Committee has taken a definite stand, and by its action has asserted the sentiment of Technology as a whole. At its last meeting, the Committee passed the following resolution:

*Be it resolved, “That the sentiment of this Committee, elected to promote the best interests of our College both at home and abroad, is distinctly opposed to the winding of barb wires, by either of the lower classes, around the flag pole of the South End Grounds to maintain its flag in position during the annual Sophomore-Freshman Football Game and Cane Rush.”*

The resolution incidentally includes an absolute opposition to the throwing of missiles during the game, or the adoption of any other device at once dangerous to the participants and to the spectators.

THE TECH is glad to announce the issue of a special Thanksgiving number. The issue will be nearly twice the usual size, will bear an illuminated cover, especially designed, and will contain, in addition to other bright features, an original story and a collection of original verse. The department of locals will comprise special items, the doings of the college world will be fully set forth in the College Topics, and the department of College Verse will be made especially inviting. Altogether, it is the desire of the editors to make this number as interesting and attractive as possible. It is needless to say that in the production of this issue The Tech hopes to be supported by Technology as a whole, and in anticipation of that interest this editorial announcement has been made. The number will be placed on sale in the corridors of all the buildings, as well as at Maclachlan’s, during the forenoon of Wednesday, November 27th.
The examination in Military Tactics recently held for the purpose of choosing officers for the Cadet Battalion, has developed some interesting facts. The examination was conducted by Captain Bigelow upon the following plan: theoretical and practical tests were given each man, and previous military experience was taken into account, each test being marked on a scale of six, making an attainment of eighteen points possible.

Forty-eight students, representing twenty-five different schools, took the examination. Of these, the students of Western schools ranked highest, followed in order by those of the East outside of Massachusetts, and the South; Massachusetts outside of Boston; and Boston itself.

While the figures are, of course, not wholly indicative of the military standing of the various schools represented at the examination, the remarkable similarity in the records of students coming from the same institution shows that, could the same number of men from each school have been examined, a fairly accurate measure of the value of the military training of these schools would have been obtained.

We announce with pleasure the election of Mr. C. E. A. Winslow, '98, and of Mr. C. Renshaw, '99, to the Editorial Board of The Tech, at its last meeting, Monday, November 11th.

Little herds of horses
Trained to owner's hand,
Make the weary student
A scholar in the land. —The Purple.

Repertee.

Said a Snow-shoe proud to a Skate one day,
"You're a bright little chap, I really must say,
Yet, pity you and your friends I must,
You're not 'in it' with the 'upper crust.'"

But that sharp little skate had a "temper" fine,
And so replied with an air benign,
"You're 'upper crust' is all very nice,
But wherever I go I always 'cut ice.'" —Brunonian.

The 'Varsity Eleven.

The past week has not been very encouraging to the 'Varsity Eleven. Amherst and the Newton Athletic Association both canceled their games with Technology, and in spite of the efforts of the management, no games could be secured with other elevens.

The team itself has suffered severely from injuries to players and from the deplorable withdrawal of four or five men who have left the team without any suitable excuse. Captain Manahan and the men who have stood by him have fought against this miserable spirit of disinterest with pluck and determination, and the Institute at large owes them a debt of gratitude for their faithful work. The names of the men who have deserted the eleven this season are too well known to require mention, and most men at Technology have formed opinions regarding them which do not admit of discussion here.

Le Moyne left the Institute, after playing but two games and shortly after his departure, McCormick, the other guard, injured his ankle. In the Amherst game, Van Horne hurt his knee and has been confined to his room for the last two weeks. Ulmer also injured his knee in practice last Wednesday and it is feared he will be unable to play again this season. At ends Heckle, Le Baron, and Hopkins have held on well in spite of injuries, and the first two are expected to play the few remaining games of the season.

Behind the line, Mansfield and Warren have worked hard and steadily at quarter back and have done good work. Rockwell, Taylor, Underwood, and Emery have done their best, but successful interference is impossible without a strong line.

While this issue is in print, Technology will play Brown at Providence, and every man at college must bear in mind the discouraging struggle to which Captain Manahan and his team have been subjected, and give them credit for their conscientious work.
Technology, '99, 16; Tufts, 2d, o.

Last Saturday the Freshman eleven played Tufts second eleven at College Hill, defeating them by a score of 16 to 0. For Technology, Dunbar, Sanchez; and Riotte ran well, while White did most of the ground gaining for Tufts. The line-up was:

M. I. T. '99.     Tufts, 2d.

| Johnson    | l. c. r. | Whitney |
| Stebbins (Samuels) | l. t. r. | Clapp   |
| Riotte     | i. g. r. | Wallace |
| Mulhauser  | c.       | Buss    |
| Fowle      | r. g. l. | Plumb   |
| Copp       | r. t. l. | Parker  |
| Dunbar     | r. c. l. | Beadry  |
| Sanchez    | l. h. r. | White   |
| Childs     | r. h. l. | Maddock |
| Vogt       | q. b.    | Bates   |
| Blake      |          | Harwood |


Bohemian Supper of the Architectural Society.

Nearly fifty members of the Architectural Society indulged in a most successful supper last Saturday evening at Dreyfus', on Hayward Place. The supper room was gayly decorated with water-color and with pen and ink sketches executed by the members, and the tables were covered with brilliant flowers. The menu, designed by Mr. R. W. Porter, was in every way artistic. At intervals during the supper, songs were sung and pipes and tobacco were passed, inducing every one into the best of humor.

Mr. E. B. Bird, the principal speaker of the evening, illustrated his talk on Posters with nearly fifty brilliant pieces of Poster work. Mr. Bird's toast was especially interesting in that he is an old Technology man, and was well versed in the art of the illustrator and the Poster maker. After Mr. Bird had finished, Mr. Sheppard entertained the company with several banjo selections. President Porter introduced Mr. Ross Turner who spoke briefly upon the picturesqueness of foreign countries, especially dwelling upon the Field for Search for the Picturesque in America. Professor Chandler followed Mr. Turner with a short talk on "Sketch Books," which was heartily applauded with a rousing Technology cheer.

After a piano solo by Mr. Oliver, Professor Homer spoke on "The Privileges of the Public Library," and deep regret was expressed by all present at the prospect of losing the faithful librarian of the Department of Architectural Literature, Design and Drawings of the Public Library. Mr. Willis rendered a piano solo, and Professor Despradelles closed the talks of the evening by a few remarks in French upon the "Atelier Life of Paris."

The success of the dinner showed clearly that the old spirit of the Society had revived. With the support of every member, the work may be made a still more important feature of the Department of Architecture.

The Yacht Club Dinner.

A goodly number of the members assembled around the hospitable board at the Parker House last Saturday evening, on the occasion of the first annual dinner of the Technology Yacht Club. The feast of good things having been well disposed of, Commodore W. H. Clifford, Jr., rose and presented the speakers of the evening. The speeches, which were in light vein and well adapted to the occasion, were received with much applause, and emphatically showed that the appellation "sad sea dogs" was far from describing the present company.

THE TECH

Summer School of Metallurgy.

Everybody knows there is a Summer School connected with the Mining Engineering Course, and also that it is devoted alternately to the study of Mining and Metallurgy. Those who have attended it know also that it forms a decidedly attractive feature of the Mining course. In fact, it may be truthfully said to afford the best opportunity offered at Technology for the students of Course III. to enjoy close intercourse with fellow-students and professors, in addition to the pleasure of personally inspecting mines and works in full operation.

The Summer School of 1895 was given to Metallurgy, and was held by Prof. H. O. Hofman, from May 27th to June 18th. It was attended by Messrs. J. B. Goodwillie, '95, C. S. Newhall, '96, F. A. Thanisch, '96, A. L. Davis, '97, and K. J. Steiner, '97. From every point of view it was one of the most successful Summer Schools ever held in connection with the Mining Department. At all the works visited the students were shown much courtesy by the gentlemen in charge. Not only did they answer all questions asked, but explained in detail the processes and apparatus in use. This kind hospitality, together with the great interest taken in the work by Professor Hofman, made the Summer School a complete success. The following works were visited: The Oxford Copper Co., Bergenpoint, N. J.; The Bergenport Chemical Works, Bayoun, N. J.; The Balbach Smelting and Refining Co., Newark, N. J.; The Passaic Zinc Co., Jersey City, N. J.; The Benjamin Atha and Ilinoisworth Co., Newark and Harrison, N. J.; The Lackawanna Iron and Steel Co., Lebanon, Pa.; The North Lebanon Furnaces, Lebanon, Pa.; The Cornwall-on-Banks, Lebanon, Pa.; The Coleman Iron Co., Lebanon, Pa.; The Pennsylvania Bolt and Nut Co., Lebanon, Pa.; The Pennsylvania Steel Co., Steelton, Pa.; The Everett Furnaces, Everett, Pa.; The Broad Top Coal Field, and the Cambria Iron Co., Johnstown, Pa.

At Lebanon the students were well taken care of by Mr. David Baker, who was in charge of the Colebrook furnaces. Mr. Baker graduated from Technology with the class of '85 and is now Superintendent of the blast-furnace department of the Maryland Steel Company, Sparrow's Point, Md. Under his escort the North Lebanon furnaces and the Cornwall-on-Banks were visited. It was the good fortune of the students to have the opportunity of being shown through the Pennsylvania Steel Works by its very able Superintendent, Mr. H. H. Campbell. Mr. Campbell, who is one of the leading authorities in the United States on the open-hearth furnace, also graduated from Technology (Course III., '79). At Everett, the students were the guests of Mr. Joseph E. Thropp, Sr., and Mr. Joseph E. Thropp, Jr. The latter is a '94 graduate of Technology and is at present Assistant Superintendent at the Everett mines and furnaces. The visit to Everett was unquestionably the most enjoyable part of the whole trip. Owing to the kindness of the Messrs. Thropp, the first day was spent in making a tour to the Broad Top Coal Field in a private parlor car on a special train. The scenery in this region is most beautiful; probably as grand as any in Pennsylvania. Several coal mines were visited and the whole experience was a delightful one. After a most pleasant stop at Everett, the journey was continued to Johnstown where the great Cambria iron works were visited. Here the school closed, and the members returned to their respective homes. The trip, though not an extended one, was full of profit. At no time was any lack of interest apparent in the students and Professor Hofman has cause to be well satisfied with the results of the Summer School of 1895.

Watch for the Thanksgiving Day TECH, out November 27th. Large double number. Special features.
Technology was well represented in Newspaper Row on Election Night.

President Walker and Professor Runkle were quoted in favor of Woman Suffrage last week.

Drill uniforms should be paid for on receipt of the same, and not through the Bursar, as formerly.

At a meeting of the Junior class on the 9th, W. Humphreys and E. M. Hawkins were elected to the Institute Committee.

Mr. W. F. Goodnow, Secretary of '99, during football practice on election day, received a double fracture of the bones of one finger.

The work on the new tennis courts behind the Architectural Building will be under the charge of Prof. A. E. Burton, and will begin at once.

The Initiation dinner of the Mandaman Club was held at Parker's, November 2d. The Freshmen elected to the club furnished entertainment in the shape of stories.

The first meeting of the Geological Club for the year was held November 4th in Room 14, Rogers. Dr. Myron Fuller spoke on the mica-bearing veins of New Hampshire.

First year, Section 11, Tuesday exercise in Mathematics is transferred to 10 A.M. Section 18, Tuesday afternoon exercise in Mathematics is transferred to Friday, at 11 A.M.

A. LeB. Russell, '96, has been elected Business Manager of the Glee Club, to succeed Mr. Strickland, '98, resigned. A competitive concert with the clubs from Boston University will be held in March.

The four captains and the adjutant of the Freshman Battalion met in Rogers corridor on Monday, November 4th, to consult with Captain Bigelow regarding the competitive drill with Brown University.

Many will doubtless take the opportunity of inspecting Mr. W. H. Kilham's work, done in Europe, while holder of the tenth Rotch scholarship, and now on exhibition at Doll & Richard's art rooms, Park Street.

The electric clock, formerly hanging in the Secretary's office, has been removed to the Physical Laboratory, where it will be used in new experiments relating to the determination of the rate of vibrations of pendulums.

An experiment on the calibrating of high-range thermometers is being conducted in the Physical Laboratory. The operation is carried on by observation of the boiling points of various substances under varying pressure.

At the meeting of the Biological Club on the 5th, Mr. Keith spoke on "The Relation of Bacteria to Muscle Sugar found in Media," and Professor Sedgwick on the work of Edwin O. Jordan, of Chicago, a graduate of the Institute.

A rendering, in colors, of a Doric order entablature, done some years ago in the Ecole des Beaux Arts, by Mr. Jocelyn, envy of the Rotch Traveling Scholarship, has been framed and hung in the Sophomore drawing room, Architectural Building.

The Executive Committee of the Corporation has voted to level the waste lot behind the Architectural Building for the use of the Tennis Association. Work will be begun very soon, and it is hoped that by spring three or four courts will be laid out.

The Customs Department, U. S. A., has at present in its keeping two pieces of apparatus destined for the Rogers Laboratories. One is a Berthelot Platinum Calorimeter and the other is an experimental machine to be used for determining the conductivity of substances.
The first squads of the four Companies of the Freshman Battalion have begun the exercises with arms and the second squads are being inspected as rapidly as possible with a view to taking the guns. Most of the officers and many of the men have gotten their uniforms.

During the summer the noisy pulleys were removed from the ceiling of the Mining Laboratory, much to the relief of the Biological Department overhead. The advantage to the one Department of having the pulleys, did not seem sufficient to warrant the annoyance to the other.

Four American men of science were elected corresponding members at the recent meeting of the British Association: Prof. John S. Billings, University of Pennsylvania; Prof. D. H. Campbell, University of California; Prof. H. F. Osborn, Columbia College, and President Walker, of Technology.

The following corporals have been appointed in the Freshman battalion:—Company A, first, W. A. Kinsman; B, first, E. A. Sheak; C, first, G. H. Gleason; second, H. Ulke; third, G. Riotte; fourth, J. E. Congdon; fifth, G. W. Brown; D, first, H. M. Keys; second, H. L. Smith.

The class of '99 held a meeting in Huntington Hall, Saturday, November 9th. The committee on the competitive drill, reported that Harvard wished to take part in an individual drill with Brown and Technology, to be held the same time as the battalion drill. Blue and Gold were adopted as the colors of the class. The tie between Messrs. Ulke and Renshaw for a place on the Executive Board was decided in favor of the latter.

L'Avenir held a regular meeting on Monday of last week in Room 23, Walker. Mr. Winslow was elected Vice President. The question of giving a play was discussed, and the President, Mr. Sawtelle, was appointed a committee of one to make arrangements for a Bohemian supper at Marliave's. Messrs. Smith, Mason and Winslow were appointed as a committee to arrange for some informal evening meetings to be held outside the Institute, and were instructed to report at the next regular meeting, which will be held on the eighteenth.

The annual cross country run took place Saturday, November 9th. The weather conditions were unfavorable, and the roads were wet and slippery. Despite this fact, however, the old record of 29 min. 52 sec. was broken by twenty seconds, by Cummings, '96, Captain of the Varsity Track Team. The start was made at 2.30 p. m., from the Gymnasium, upon a course leading to Coolidge's Corner and return. Seven men started, finishing in the following order: Cummings, '96; Wise, '97; Osgood, '97; Reed, '97; Sears, '98; Lord, '98; Hubbard, '97.

It is scarcely necessary for The Tech to emphasize the necessity for implicit obedience to the demands of the Football Association. The stand which has been taken by this organization is one which is directly concerned with the best interests of our college. If Ninety-eight fails to comply with a request which has been made only with a careful regard for the advancement of that sport upon whose successful maintenance at Technology so much depends, the action of the class will be in direct opposition to the feeling of upper classmen and will merit severe censure.

The Technology Yacht Club held its annual meeting, Thursday, November 7th, in Room 22, Rogers, at 4.15 p. m. The Treasurer's report, showing a balance of twenty-five dollars, was approved. Mr. Charles H. Pope, of New York, was elected to honorary membership. Mr. G. Smith, '98, and Mr. Godley, '98, were elected to active membership. The election of officers resulted as follows: Commodore, W. H. Clifford, Jr., '97; Vice Commodore, M. W. Allen, '97; Rear Commodore, A. L. Swasey, '98; Secretary, G. H. McCarthy, '97; Treasurer, S. L. Howard, '97.
A meeting of the directors of the Co-operative Society was held November 8th. The society is glad to announce that it is able to furnish four half scholarships representing an expenditure of $400. To Freshmen and those unacquainted with the methods of the society, it might be well to state that the society furnishes financial aid to worthy students. The funds are raised by the sale of co-operative tickets, by advertisements in the List of Affiliated Tradesmen, and by the sale of drawing instruments, which was instituted for the first time this year. The directors and officers give their services without salary or emolument whatsoever.

A meeting of the Civil Engineering Society was held on Monday, November 4th, in Room 11, Rogers. Mr. Frank, '97, spoke on the Chicago Drainage Canal, illustrating his talk by lantern slides prepared by himself. He also placed on exhibition a large map of the route, photographs of parts of the work and specimens of the various sorts of rock and clay met with in the excavations. His paper was followed by an account of the experiment in the use of electricity on the Nantasket Division of the N. Y., N. H. and H. R. R., by Mr. Barnes, '97, and a discussion of some of the facts which it has shown in regard to the use of electricity on steam roads.

A new requirement has been instituted in the courses of Chemistry and Chemical engineering. It is a thirty-hour course in oil testing under the direction of Professor Gill. The course will cover various physical and engineering tests of oils, which will prove of great value for industrial purposes. The original Woodbury oil-testing machine in the Engineering building will be the principal piece of apparatus used in the course. A practical authority in oils said, in speaking of the new course, that men of his profession would be deprived of their business if chemists were as familiar with oils as the students of Technology will be, having finished this course.

We clip the following item from Macmillan's recent announcements: "A handy volume appealing to those who have computations to make is the 'Computation Rules and Logarithms,' by Silas W. Holman, Professor of Physics in the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and shortly to be issued by Macmillan & Co. The rules are designed to enable a computer in any branch of practical engineering or scientific work to answer the question, 'How many places of figures ought I to use in this computation?' They are simple in form and easy of application. Being adapted to general practice they are, therefore, especially fitted for the use of students in engineering, physical, and chemical laboratories. The collection comprises all four and five place tables of logarithms, and other functions which are generally useful to computers of the clauses referred to. Great pains have been bestowed upon the arrangement and typography of the tables, and several special features conducive to ease of working them will be found. The explanations of the tables are rather out of the customary line."

Alumni Notes.

F. A. Bourne, '95, has chosen for a thesis subject, "The Improvement of the Waterfront of Boston."

T. B. Booth, '95, has recently accepted a position with the Pope Manufacturing Company at Hartford.

H. F. Copeland, '94, Manager of the Rhoda Piano Company of New York, spent a few days in town last week.

Mr. W. H. Weston, Course III., 1891, is located at Melrose, N. S., where he has full charge of a gold mine and mill.

Mr. F. M. Mann, '94, formerly of the Architectural Department of the Institute, is engaged as Instructor of Architecture in the University of Pennsylvania.
If the Lounger's usually accurate memory does not fail him, it was Socrates who made the slighting remark that "Bad men live to eat and drink." Perchance in his day such an assertion was warranted, but the Lounger would fain believe that it is no longer strictly true, for he hopes that the supply of bad men has been proportionately diminished, and he fears, also, that no such harmless amusements as those set forth by the Greek sage are the end and aim of the burglarious and other evil enterprises of whatever malefactors may be left. No one, however, would be likely to insist that such improper motives animate those who dine out at the present day, if, indeed, a certain species of petty larceny may be overlooked; and so the Lounger can feel that those who indulge in the public dinner, and fidget so industriously in anticipation of the post-prandial oratory, may be excluded from the category of the bad men whose sole aim in life is to supply aliment to their systems. Without going into a more recondite discussion of the question, it might be fair, in view of the prevalence of this dining habit, to say that the average college man is apt to find a continuous diet of hotel cookery nearly as wearing as the more deadly fare provided ill the unspeakable "joint" where he may chance to exist. What with the numerous club and society dinners that have been lately prevalent, the Lounger has small doubt that his ideas on the subject will go unchallenged. But he may safely hope that, despite any possible effect of such ennui, these pleasant functions may continue in the enjoyment of the unabated esteem in which they have ever been held.

When the capacious wastebasket, to which the Lounger has made occasional reference, was emptied yesterday of its week's accumulation, the following bit of genre fluttered to the floor, thereby attracting the attention which it had fortunately escaped before. The Lounger interviewed the author shortly afterwards, who promised a liberal douceur if the Lounger would give his production the favor of an insertion. The inducement having proved sufficiently large, the Lounger begs to present the following entrancing stanzas. He cannot himself venture to decide whether they represent the highest type of heroic pentameter, or whether they are an unknown variation of the sonnet, but he graciously permits the privilege of classification to whomsoever feels equal to the task.

I went to see thee with a check,
To pay tuition's debt;
Thou call'dst me by my name before
Mine eyes with thine had met.

Again I brought a check to thee,—
On thee for cash relied;
"I cannot cash that check," thou saidst,
"Till you're identified!"

Times are indeed dull when some new project or interesting scheme is not afoot at Technology. After the ambitious efforts of the "aliens," the Lounger has not been surprised at the desire for emulation which has overtaken the Course IX. society. It is rather sad to relate, however, that the projected English play came near to being placed under ban by one of the powers, who felt that whatever prospects of added dignity there might be in the success of the play were more than counterbalanced by the odium which he might undeservedly acquire in the event of its failure. Then, too, the design to produce an original play was duly frowned upon, the reason being, the Lounger thinks, that the attempt to usurp certain interesting functions of "Technique" was, perhaps, a trifle too evident. Not that any jealousy arose in our meritorious annual, but rather feelings of trepidation among those who felt themselves personally interested. The Lounger remembers well the enjoyable productions which were in vogue in by-gone years, and trusts that no supersensitiveness in the corps of instructors will have proved formidable enough to prevent the revival of the spirit of good-humored satire, which characterized those famous performances in the past.

The Lounger hopes that in the coming cane rush the irate combatants will have due regard for their friends the enemy. Of late years certain attempts to convert the flag pole into an upright cheval-de-frise and to aid the struggling contestants by artillery from the bleachers, proved extremely ill-advised. The Lounger trusts that less heroic methods will be resorted to this year, and that the rush will be conducted in the old-time spirit of manly rivalry. Verbum sap.
One sixteenth of the college students in the United States are studying for the ministry.

It has been arranged to admit high school graduates at the University of Chicago without examinations.

Boswell, who pitched on the U. of P. baseball team two years ago, has signed with the Washington club for next season.

As a memorial to Phillips Brooks a $500,000 building will be erected at Harvard. It will be used by the religious societies.

A new building which is to be erected for the University of the City of New York will be ten stories high and will cost $700,000.

The United States government lost its suit to recover $15,000,000 from the Stanford estate, much to the joy of the friends of Stanford University.

Harvard Law School this year takes just pride in having among her students forty-one Yale graduates. In the first year alone are eighteen,—a gain of six over any previous year.

At the last session of Congress a bill was passed allowing $17,000 to the University of Virginia for injuries to her museum and library incurred during Hunter’s raid up the valley.

The most popular degree conferred by Harvard this year was that given to Mr. Joseph Jefferson. The title of Master of Arts does more than embellish Mr. Jefferson; it describes him.

---

**THE CYCLIST.**

His cyclometer registers hundreds of miles,  
And wheeling he says, “I adore.”

But I caught him one day with his bike upside down,  
A-reeling miles off by the score.  
—Trinity Tablet.

**A FREAK OF NATURE.**

No winter has the college year,  
Its springtimes never pass—  
For verdure is each fall supplied  
By the incoming class.  
—Williams Weekly.

I leaned on the fence at midnight  
As the clock was striking the hours,  
And thousand of moons were circling  
Around two thousand towers.  
—University Beacon.

To shave your face and brush your hair,  
And then your new best suit to wear—  
That’s preparation.  
And then upon the car to ride  
A mile or two, and walk besides—  
That’s transportation.  
And then before the door to smile,  
To think you’ll stay a good long while—  
That’s expectation.  
And then to find her not at home,  
That homeward you will have to roam—  
That’s thunderation.  
—Madisoniensis.

**A FLOWER GIRL.**

Timidly blushing she stands in the ballroom,  
Bashful and frightened as maiden can be;  
She’s only a bud at her coming-out party,  
Yet no rose at her girdle is fairer than she.  
Gayly and lightly she’s tripping the measure,  
At her feet lie the hearts of admirers sincere;  
She’s the belle of the season—a rose in full blossom,  
The same little bud, but she’s been out a year.  
Sour and neglected she sits in a corner,  
All alone and apart from the merry young throng;  
She’s the same little bud grown up to a wallflower,  
The rose in full bloom, but she’s been out too long.  
—Williams Weekly.
NOYES BROS.
Agents for the Celebrated
HUMBER CYCLES.
In every cycle factory in the world HUMBER Cycles are admittedly the best product in cycle construction which inventive genius, precise methods, skilled mechanism, and unlimited facilities have produced. They are the standard of supreme excellence in all parts of the civilized world. Send for catalogue.

SHIRTS.
Gentlemen’s Dress and Business Shirts, $1.50, $2.00, $2.50 and upward.
NEGIGEE SHIRTS, $1.50, $2.00 and upward.

BICYCLE AND GOLF OUTFITS.
Lounging and Blanket Wraps, $5 to $25.

CLOVES.
The New Grip Driving Glove, the Famous London Tan at $1.35. Fownes’ New Craven Tan, Fownes’ New Cavendish Tan, Fownes’ Best Cheverette Gloves.

PAJAMAS or East India Sleeping Shirts, and Long Night Shirts, made from English Flannels, Cotton and Silk, for steamer, sleeping car, yachting, or hunting.

SPECIAL LAUNDRIES for Dress Shirts, for Family Work, for Collars and Cuffs. The best work possible to be done.

NOYES BROTHERS,
Washington and Summer Sts., BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.

If You Draw,
PURCHASE YOUR . . .
Drafting Instruments,
Drawing and Blue Process Papers,
Scales, Triangles, Curves,
T Squares, Colors, etc.,
FROM THE MANUFACTURERS.

Wadsworth, Howland & Co.,
INCORPORATED,
Branch Store: Grundmann Studios,
adjoining Architectural Building.
Main Office: 82 & 84 Washington St., Boston.
Factories: Maiden, Mass.

SPECIAL RATES TO STUDENTS.

CHAUNCY HALL SCHOOL
HAS LONG MADE A SPECIALTY OF
PREPARATION FOR
TECHNOLOGY.

REFERENCE is made to the INSTITUTE FACULTY in regard to the thoroughness with which Chauncy-Hall pupils are fitted, not only for entering the Institute, but also for pursuing successfully their subsequent work. Preparation, also, for business and for college.

393 Boylston Street, Boston.
(Very near the Institute.)
ALBERT BENARI,
Tobacconist,
33 TREMONT STREET, - - BOSTON, MASS.
Cigarettes, Tobacco, and Smokers' Articles.
Agent for Hale's Smoking Mixture.

Scientific Books
DAMRELL & UPHAM,
The Old Corner Bookstore,
283 Washington St., Boston.

DR. CHARLES P. VESPER,
DENTIST,
194 Boylston Street, opp. Public Garden,
Boston.

CLASS-DAY INVITATIONS,
BLANK BOOKS, FOUNTAIN PENS,
CAN BE FOUND AT THE CO-OPERATIVE STORE,
H. H. CARTER & CO., 5 Somerset St., near Reaon.

MANDOLIN, Banjo and Guitar Lessons.
Instruments, Best Strings, Latest Music, etc.
G. L. LANSING, No. 171 Tremont St.
Ask for Mr. Lansing.

Gentlemen! I wish to call your attention to the fact that I am paying the highest Cash Prices for Cast-off Clothing. Also Cleaning and Repairing done at short notice. Money to loan. Send postal to...
M. KEEZER,
117 1-2 Pleasant Street, Boston.
I can be found outside the Technology Buildings on Boylston St. daily.

MESSANGER & JONES,
High Class Tailors,
388 Washington St., Boston.
ALL GARMENTS CUT IN STRICT ENGLISH STYLE.
M. I. T. Co-operative.

PRIZE MEDALS OF SOCIETY PINS.
Manufacturers of the Official Tech Pin.
DIAMONDS AND FINE JEWELRY A SPECIALTY.
HENRY GUILD & SON,
No. 433 Washington Street, cor. Winter Street, Boston.

OUT OF PAPER?
If so, no store in Boston can give you better value for your money than ours.
BOSTON LINEN, BOSTON BOND, and BUNKER HILL are the nicest papers in existence, and can be had in all the correct sizes, daintiest tints and latest finishes.
Full lines of Students' Notebooks, Theme Papers, and general stationery.
SAMUEL WARD CO., 49 Franklin St., Boston.

ALL KINDS
Woodworking Machinery.
S. A. WOODE MACHINE CO.
172 High Street, Boston.

COLUMBIA TAILORING ROOMS,
Ladies' and Gents'
FINE TAILORING.
DRESS SUITS TO LET.
Fancy Dyeing and Cleansing. Goods called for and delivered free.
597 1-2 TREMONT ST., BOSTON.
I. SHEINWALD, Manager.

PHILADELPHIA ICE CREAM COMPANY,
150 Tremont Street, Boston.
Telephone No. 1060.
E. M. LAWS, Prop.
Ice Cream Soda a Specialty.
Afternoon Delivery to Brookline and Highlands.

J. E. HILL, Watchmaker.
Cleaning Watches a Specialty.
No. 106 TREMONT STREET.

CHAS. C. HUTCHINSON,
SURVEYING INSTRUMENTS,
Charts, Books, and Compasses.
150 AND 152 STATE ST., BOSTON.
The largest collection in America.

All the best public buildings, churches, private houses, and business blocks in Boston and New York. Richardson's works of importance from all over New England. Also a complete line of art photographs for room decoration.

Students welcome to examine, whether desiring to purchase or not.

Soule Photograph Co., Publishers,
338 Washington Street, Boston.

---

Students welcome to examine, whether desiring to purchase or not.

Soule Photograph Co., Publishers,
338 Washington Street, Boston.

---

Week beginning November 18, 1895.

Park Theatre.—Otis Harlan will appear in Hoyt's "A Black Sheep." Mr. Harlan will appear as "Hot Stuff," and William De Vere will resume the duties of the "Arizona Editor." The rest of the company is nearly the same as it was when "A Black Sheep" was given here last.

Hollis Street Theatre.—The arrangement of plays for the opening week of Miss Olga Nethersole's engagement, which begins at the Hollis, is as follows: Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday evenings and Wednesday matinee, "Deusie;" Thursday, Friday and Saturday evenings and Saturday matinee, "Camille."

Boston Museum.—William Gillette will appear in "Too Much Johnson." The engagement will not open until Tuesday, November 19th. This will insure a more perfect production of Mr. Gillette's famous farce. The Theatre will remain closed on Monday evening.

Tremont Theatre.—James O'Neill will be at the Tremont next week. "Virginius" will be given every evening except Saturday, and "Monte Cristo" Wednesday matinee and Saturday evening. Miss Florence Rockwell has created a veritable furor wherever she has appeared.

Castle Sq. Theatre.—The Castle Square management deserve an immense amount of praise for the variety and exceeding merit of the operas they are treating us to this season, and the public show their appreciation by packing the house nightly.

Boston Theatre.—"Burmah" is still running at the Boston, and will be continued there until further notice. The sensational scenes of the play and the comedy scenes are exciting as great interest as at the first. The end is not very far off.

---

LEADING OUTFITTERS

High Grade Mackintoshes
AT POPULAR PRICES.
For the Principal Colleges in New England, Regular Co-operative Discounts.

CLEVE & KRIM,
Metropolitan Rubber Co.
49 Summer Street, Boston.

Thayer, McNeil & Hodgkins'
Celebrated Shoes
FOR STUDENTS AT TECH.

$4, $4.50, $5, $5.50, and $6 a pair.

Members of Co-operative.
47 Temple Place, Boston.
F. L. DUNNE,
Maker of Men's Clothes.

Sporting and Mufti Dress of every Description.


COWLES ART SCHOOL,
145 Dartmouth Street.

Special attention given to Evening Classes for Tech Students in life and cast drawing.

Address —
F. M. COWLES, Manager.

Tuition, $4.00 per Month. Three Evenings per Week.

THE BRUNSWICK
BOSTON.

Boylston and Clarendon Streets,
(Adjoining Copley Square)

Near the Museum of Fine Arts, New Public Library, New Old South Church, and opposite Trinity (Phillips Brooks') Church, and Institute of Technology.

KEPT ON BOTH AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLANS.

BARNES & DUNKLEE, Proprietors.
H. H. BARNES, Manager.

FOOTBALL SUPPLIES... We can furnish every requisite for the game—

UNIFORMS, HEAD HARNESS, SHIN GUARDS, NOSE PROTECTORS, SHOES, etc., etc.

A full assortment for Fall and Winter Sports. Send for complete Catalogue.


WRIGHT & DITSON, Boston, Mass.
Wholesale, 95 Pearl Street.
Retail, 344 Washington Street.

DAME, STODDARD & KENDALL.

We are making a specialty of

FOOTBALL AND GYMNASIUM CLOTHING.

Also carry everything pertaining to Football and Gymnasium Purposes

Discount to Tech students.

NO. 374 WASHINGTON AND NO. 2 FRANKLIN STREETS, BOSTON.
The Richmond Straight Cut No. 1 Cigarettes.

Cigarette Smokers who are willing to pay a little more than the price charged for the ordinary trade cigarettes, will find this brand superior to all others.

These Cigarettes are made from the brightest, most delicately flavored, and highest cost Gold Leaf grown in Virginia. This is the Old and Original Brand of Straight Cut Cigarettes, and was brought out by us in the year 1875.

Beware of imitations, and observe that the firm name as below is on every package.

ALLEN & GINTER
THE AMERICAN TOBACCO CO., SUCCESSOR.
Manufacturer, RICHMOND, VIRGINIA.

QUICK LUNCH
BOYLSTON CAFÉ.

A. ALGAR, Proprietor. 707 BOYLSTON ST., corner Exeter.

HOTEL PLAZA,
419 Columbus Ave., Boston.

Pioneer of the new hotel center in Boston. Noted for its superb location, superior rooms, excellent cuisine and service. Standard hotel for giving more value for price than any first-class hotel in city.

BARBER SHOP
Everything in connection first class.
College work solicited.
Shaving, 10 cents.

BILLIARD ROOM

F. S. FROST, Pres. H. A. LAWRENCE, Treas. H. C. GARDNER, Sec'y

THE RIGHT PLACE TO BUY
MATHEMATICAL INSTRUMENTS,
Colors, Drawing Papers, Blue Process Papers, T-Squares, Scales, Curves, Triangles, and all kinds of Architects' and Engineers' Supplies and Artists' Materials
AND PICTURE FRAMES, IS AT
FROST & ADAMS CO., 37 CORNHILL, BOSTON, MASS.

NEW CATALOGUE FREE ON APPLICATION. Importers, Wholesale and Retail Dealers.
Special Rates to the M. I. T. Students.
GEO. H. GREENWOOD,
9 AND 11 BOYLSTON STREET,
DIRECT IMPORTER OF
FRENCH AND ENGLISH BRIAR PIPES
AND SMOKERS' NOVELTIES
The Most Complete Stock of Fine Goods in the City.

ALLAND BROS.
PRACTICAL TAILORS,
3 and 4 Park Street.

PRIEST'S DINING ROOM,
102 Dartmouth Street, Boston.
21 Meals (full ticket), $4.00. 14 Meals, Breakfast and Dinner, $3.00. 7 Meals, Breakfast, $1.50.
7 Meals, Lunch, $1.40. 7 Meals, Dinner, $1.75.

HOURS FOR MEALS.—Week Days: Breakfast 6 to 10; Lunch, 12 to 2.30; Dinner, 5 to 8. Sundays: Breakfast, 8 to 10.30; Dinner, 12.30 to 3.30; Lunch, 3.30 to 7.30.

C. M. PRIEST, Proprietor.

NECKWEAR
L. E. FLETCHER & CO.
College Hatters and Outfitters.
Latest Styles and Popular Prices. Custom Shirts a Specialty.
M.I.T. CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETY.

GLOVES
CANES